Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 32

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. able to happen
2. opposite of dreary
4. information used in drawing a conclusion
7. I can't tell the ___ between the twins.
9. opposite of identical
11. one who occupies a place
12. significant
15. the period during which a person lives in a building
17. giving off light
18. During his ___, he had little hair and no teeth.
22. In the president's ___, the vice-president is in charge.
25. disease
26. opposite of shameful
27. apparent
28. opposite of present

Down
1. the head officer
3. Your help is needed at once in a matter of great ___.
5. requiring immediate action
6. As we hiked, the trail was ___ steeper.
7. opposite of near
8. Book lovers visit the library with great ___.
10. occurring often
13. The sun's ___ lit up the world.
14. unoccupied
16. A big stuffed armchair is a ___ place to sit.
19. What is the ___ from here to Main Street?
20. very bad
21. an unoccupied room at a hotel
23. having ability
24. a very young baby